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Give up, renounce the world.   We are now like
dogs strayed into a kitchen, and eating a piece of meat,
looking round in fear lest at any moment some one
may come and drive them out.  Instead of that, be
a king and know you own the world. This never
comes until you give up the world and it ceases to
bind. Give up mentally, if you do not physically.
Give up from the heart of your hearts. Have Vaira-
gya (renunciation).   This is the real sacrifice, and
without it. it is impossible to attain spirituality. Do not
desire; for what you desire you get, and with it
comes terrible bondage. It is nothing but bringing
( noses on us ',1 as in the case of the man who had
1 A poor man was once able to propitiate a certain god who
gave him three boons to ask along with three throws of dice.
The happy man went home and communicated the news of this
good luck to his wife who, full of joy, at once asked him to cast
for wealth first. To this the man said : " We both have very
ugly little noses, for which people laugh at us. Let us first cast
for beautiful aquiline noses. Wealth cannot remove the
deformity of our persons." But the wife was for the wealth
,first, and so she caught hold of his hand to prevent him from
throwing the dice. The man hastily snatched his hand away
and at once threw the dice, exclaiming " Let us both have
beautiful noses and nothing but noses." All at once both their
bodies were covered over with many beautiful noses, but they
proved such a great nuisance to them that both of them agreed
to throw for the second time asking for their removal. It was
done, and now they lost even their own little ones by that, and
were left completely noseless. Thus they had lost two boons,
and in utter dismay they did not know what to do. There was

